
BUSINESS PLAN FOR BAKERY FREE

The only thing better than the smell of freshly baked bread or sweets is the smell of success. Your business plan can be
the key to making your business thrive.

Research your competitors. Industry Analysis 4. Stores that demonstrate product innovation often become
popular not only in their neighborhood, but their name becomes known throughout the area. Aside from bread
which seems to be the face of the bakery industry, cake is also one of the products of the bakery commerce
that is doing pretty well in the market all over the world. How will these goods help your bakery become the
next neighborhood hot spot? Competition Currently, there is only one bakery in kubwa. Our Suppliers
PandaTip: Describe from whom you will be ordering supplies and the arrangements that you have in place.
Although not all bakers are specialized in cake making, but those who are into the art, alongside bread and
other snacks, are the ones who seem to be maximizing the bakery industry. JJB should break even by the
fourth month of its operation as it steadily increases its sales. The Market The retail coffee industry in the U.
The cool marine climate in southwest Washington stimulates consumption of hot beverages throughout the
year. Company Ownership 2. Is there a nearby college from which you hope to attract students? It is our goal
to develop our products by rolling them out gradually in the first year of operation. Be sure to make healthy
estimates but stay within reality. Will you use social media to create an online presence for your business? Our
Target Market We are quite aware that the target market for bakery products cut across people of all walks of
life. Market Analysis This section of your bakery business plan will probably require the most research. What
is your strategic differentiator? Kubwa is very popular destination and has a high population density. Learn
about trends. Additionally, you may want to consider hosting a grand opening to draw in a crowd and promote
your business. Where do you intend to buy ingredients and equipment?


